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ABSTRACT

A random sample survey of 100 city residents was conducted

in Tucson, Arizona, to evaluate water-awareness and to test a survey

instrument. Respondents were found to view water issues simplistically,

but most believe that there is some degree of water shortage.

Tucsonans appear to feel optimistic about affecting the water supply/

demand problem through their use patterns, and while they have mis-

conceptions, they want to know more about "water realities." They

think of their water use in terms of cost and are evenly divided on

whether voting may provide them any control over water management

policies. The research design was moderately successful, providing

for the achievement of the objectives, but with less well-defined

results than had been hoped. The study results may be applied in

developing future information campaigns, or the refined research

approach may be utilized in designing future studies of water-

awareness and related concepts.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

In this country and elsewhere, there is an increasingly

pressing need for efficient use of potable water. In areas with

surface water supplies, the costs of energy and technology for

conveying water from river to reservoir to point of use are rising.

In areas where the primary potable water source is groundwater,

pumping in excess of the recharge rate is common; these areas face

the need to either augment supply or reduce demand. Especially in

arid and semiarid areas, augmenting water supply involves the

construction of engineering works and the concomitant direct

construction costs, indirect environmental costs, and deferred

energy costs of maintaining the system. Reducing demand may involve

either the reduction of per capita consumption or population control --

the latter being a controversial issue at present. State legislation,

local ordinances, and information campaigns aimed at water consumers

are major tools for reducing demand. As the energy crisis worsens

and the costs of construction inflate, reduction of demand begins

to be an increasingly attractive alternative to the "Technological

Fix."

Decrease in water demand, assuming no decrease in population,

ultimately lies with changes in consumer use patterns. Basically,

1
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in any consumer sector -- agriculture, mining, municipal, industrial --

the only way to reduce demand is for individual decision-makers to

use water more efficiently for existing functions and cut less

important functions that require water. In the municipal sector,

two major tools available for encouraging reduction of individual

demand are pricing techniques and information campaigns.

Pricing techniques of various types all directly or indirectly

raise the consumer's per-unit-volume cost of using water, causing

Individuals to decide to spend less by using less. Information

campaigns, in contrast, try to raise the individual's awareness of

water supply limitations and urge conservation as a practice that

is good in and of itself, or for the community good, due to the

limited supply of the resource. Information campaigns may also try

to raise water consumers' awareness of the increasing costs of

maintaining an ever-increasing water supply for the community, thus

informing individuals that saving water now will reduce costs later.

The operating assumption in such a campaign is that raised awareness

can cause behavioral changes and thus reduce demand. This linkage was

used as an operating assumption for this research.

In the municipal sector, how might demand be reduced? A

key could be to examine the degree of water-awareness and the forms

this awareness takes. Specifically, how do people view their area's

water supply situation? What importance do they assign to water

issues? Perhaps they have myopic ideas or misconceptions about water
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use and related issues, or perhaps they are lacking information.

How effectively are present information systems conveying ideas?

People may feel that information is easy or hard to get and is perhaps

available in either abundant or scant supply. To what extent do

people feel they can affect the water situation, either through

individual water use patterns or through voting? The degree to

which people feel they can affect a situation may well control the

extent of their efforts to do so.

The answers to these questions can provide perspective on

what information people have, lack, understand, or misunderstand.

This perspective on their water awareness can then provide guidance

for a more specific and detailed study with a larger sample size,

or it can be interpreted directly for an information campaign.

Such an information campaign would aspire to provide previously

missing information, to correct known misconceptions, and to raise

people's awareness of their water supply situation. Utilizing the

operating assumption that awareness can cause behavioral changes,

one would then expect to see reduced demand as a result of the

increased awareness.

In the present research design, after a literature review,

five research objectives were developed: (1) to identify specific

conceptions and misconceptions, myopic and not; (2) to explore the

importance people assign to the problem of providing Tucson's water

supply; (3) to explore how people feel about the effectiveness of



present information systems; (4) to determine which medium/media

people feel is/are the best for getting information across; and

(5) to determine whether or not people feel they can affect (a) water

management policies as voters, or (b) the water supply/demand problem

by changing their own use patterns. Nine hypotheses (Appendix B)

were also developed, keyed individually to the five objectives,

as shown in Table 1.

The water resource problems of Tucson, Arizona formed a

backdrop for the development of the present research. A desert

city of almost a half million inhabitants, Tucson is totally

dependent on groundwater for the water supply needs of all use

sectors. Yearly withdrawals substantially exceed natural recharge,

and the population continues to increase at an increasing rate.

The major municipal water supplier, the City of Tucson, is pressed

to keep prices down as its capital expenditures escalate. In the

regional environment, the incidence of subsidence and earth fissuring

is increasing, probably as a result of groundwater withdrawal.

In Tucson, the balance of water supply and demand is clearly a

pressing and paramount issue.

Tucson thus appeared an ideal area in which to conduct a

pilot study on water awareness. A survey instrument was developed,

based on the previously developed research objectives and hypotheses.

A random sample survey of 100 Tucson residents was then conducted

and the results analyzed. This paper is the report of the

4
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Table 1.	 Questions Keyed to Hypotheses and Objectives.

OBJECTIVE HYPOTHESIS QUESTIONS

1 1
la 15-17
lb 9,	 22,	 24,	 26, 29-33, 37,	 56
lc 2
id 9,	 15, 25-29, 34,	 35, 55-57

2 2
2a 3
2b 4
2c 8
2d 22, 24,	 38

3 3 13, 45-54
4 10,	 12,	 16,	 17
5 10-12

4 6 18, 19,	 20
7 21-24

5 8 5-7
9 14



Tucson pilot study from its inception. The geographic setting

is described (Chapter 2), the literature context for the research

concepts is summarized (Chapter 3), and the design is described

(Chapter 4). The results (Chapter 5) and the conclusions (Chapter 6)

are given, and directions for future research are suggested (Chapter

7).

This pilot study of water awareness was designed primarily

to identify aspects of water consumers' thinking and form a

composite view of their water awareness. Some of the researcher's

expectations were fulfilled, and a few surprises emerged. The

findings from the Tucson pilot study can now provide a substantive

basis for a larger, more detailed study, or else they may be directly

incorporated in efforts to maximize effectiveness of future informa-

tion campaigns.

6



CHAPTER 2

THE RESEARCH SETTING: TUCSON, ARIZONA

Sixty miles from the Mexican border in southern Arizona,

is one of the Nation's fastest growing cities: Tucson. Now a city

with nearly a half million inhabitants in its metropolitan area,

Tucson gains about 1500 new residents per month. In the last

three decades, the population has increased tenfold. The problem of

providing water at a correspondingly increasing rate is one which

is ever more expensive and complex.

Water Supply and Use 

Presently no surface water flows daily in Tucson except

the outflow from a wastewater treatment plant. The city is totally

dependent on groundwater for its water needs. With a desert

climate, the modest volume of annual precipitation is reduced by

a high evaporation rate, and only a small percentage of rainfall

ever reaches the water table as recharge. While groundwater pumpage

proceeds at an increasing rate, the recharge rate is always

less, and the water table is declining. Subsidence and earth fissuring

are increasing in incidence, probably as a result of water table decline.

In 1980, the Arizona State Legislature passed a Groundwater

Management Act with the goal of bringing the state's water budget

7



closer to a balance. Metropolitan Tucson was one of four areas

designated an Active (groundwater) Management Area. Registration

and regulation of wells along with closer scrutiny and administra-

tion of water rights are expected to have a positive impact on the

physical groundwater regime and the balance of supply and demand.

The present legislation was in committee under heated debate at the

time the present research was designed and conducted.

A supply-related issue at the inception of the research,

and still today, is that of Tucson receiving a supplementary source

of water supply from the Colorado river. This project, the Central

Arizona Project (CAP), would bring a portion of Arizona's share of

Colorado River water via canals and pipes to Tucson. Delivery is

anticipated as early as 1987. Unfortunately, even in years when

full delivery is made, the CAP water will constitute only a minor

proportion of Tucson's total water consumption. Yet, many people

feel the CAP is the final answer to Tucson's water problem.

For agricultural needs and for some mining needs, the use of

secondary-treated effluent is a workable solution, but one not widely

accepted. Municipal effluent has been sold for irrigation usage for

years. For the residential and commercial user, however, potable

water is a necessity for which the cost of use is rising. Bond elec-

tions are held almost annually to raise funds for the improvement of

well fields, water conveyance systems, and sewerage systems. The

need to bring water supply and demand into balance in Tucson is seen

by some as the most pressing issue facing the city today.

8
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Population Characteristics 

Population characteristics are a key aspect of survey sampling

research: it is important to compare standard statistics with the

characteristics of the research sample. In this pilot study, such

comparison was especially important because of the small sample size

(n=100). It was interesting then to see how the sample compared with

the population (Tucson Newspapers, Inc. and Valley National Bank of

Arizona, 1978; Valley National Bank of Arizona and Tucson Newspapers,

Inc., 1980). As the pilot study data was collected in 1979, both

1978 and 1980 figures are interesting to compare. Out of a city

population of approximately 475,000 in 1978 and 500,000 in 1980, the

study sample was 100 respondents, or .02% of the metropolitan popula-

tion. The gender distribution in the sample was 65% female and 35%

male. Two sample population characteristics were fairly directly

comparable to the 1978 and 1980 data: length of residence in Pima

County and ethnicity. The former is shown in Table 2. Here, some

of the differences should be seen because the 1978 and 1980 data are

County-wide, whereas the sample data is entirely within city limits.

Also, the sample is only for single family dwellings, whereas the

1978 and 1980 data are for all dwelling types. It would be unsurprising

if the low "up to 1 year" figure for the sample was due to missing

all apartment dwellers; there may be a close coorelation between being

new in town and living in an apartment. For ethnicity, the figures are

much closer, as shown in Table 3. Note that multiple answers were

permitted in the 1978 and 1980 studies, whereas the sample figures are

an actual breakdown.
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Table 2. Lenth of Residence in Pima County.

TNI
1978

Tucson Pilot Study
1979

VNB
1980

Up to 1 year 9% 2% 10%

1-5 years 24% 10% 22%

More than 5 years 67% 88% 68%

Table 3.	 Ethnicity in Pima County.

1978	 1979 (Study Sample) 1980

Caucasian 82% 78% 83%

Mexican-American 17% 17% 14%

Black 2% 5% 4%

Indian 1% 1%

Oriental 1% 1%

Other 1% 1%
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For several reasons, comparing other population parameters was

difficult and not necessarily meaningful. First, Tucson is growing

at the rate of about 1500 persons, or about .3%, per month. Thus,

old statistics may not be useful. The most recent data available,

other than that by TNI and VNB, is 1975 census update material. Thus,

the TNI and VNB studies from 1978 and 1980 give the most current

data available. However, the format is very popularized and tables

do not necessarily present data that can be compared with that of any

other study, including the present one. On the basis of the com-

parable indicators, it is believed that the pilot study sample is a

valid one and representative of adult, single-family-home dwellers

within the city limits and city water delivery area.

The Tucson Literature 

From a few studies of Tucson in the last decade, some dis-

jointed but interesting aspects of water awareness in Tucson may be

culled. In 1976, for example, M. R. West found that survey respondents'

"knowledge about state water laws is very meager." For any consensus

thinking to develop, "considerable education" would first have to

take place. McPherson and Saarinen (1977) found that before flood

plain dwellers will respond to management strategies, they need to be

both "informed and convinced of the real magnitude of flood danger."

Flood plain dwellers were also found (McPherson and Saarinen,

1977) not to recognize flood risk in their own neighborhood, even

while appreciating the general danger in the flood plain. Further,
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these respondents said that a severe flood in Tucson would be less

serious than their general concept of a severe flood. In this study,

those who were aware that there is a flood hazard problem in Tucson

rated the chances of a flood higher than did those who were unaware.

In 1976, M. R. West found that only about half of Tucsonans surveyed

understood the importance of peak demand to the cost of water.

About half also thought it would take less than five years to expand

the water supply system. And only about one-third were aware that

Tucson water use is far higher in summer than in winter. The

literature suggests clearly that water awareness at this time is not

especially high.

Mixed evidence is seen in the literature for the importance

people assign to water issues. A survey of community leaders in the

Tucson area showed that about two-thirds of respondents considered water

and growth management to be the biggest problems facing the area

(Johnson, 1979). Also in Tucson, about one-third of the respondents

in an independent telephone survey mentioned water and water rates as a

community problem (Thomas and Anderson, 1977). Saarinen and Cooke (1971)

found Tucsonans ranked "falling water table" seventh overall among

16 environmental problems, where air pollution, juvenile delinquency,

littering landscape, traffic congestion, noise pollution, and poor

housing were considered important. Less than half rated "falling water

table" as a serious problem. In a regional survey, two-thirds of

Arizonans surveyed said the problem of water shortages in Arizona

was serious, while 22% said "not very serious," and 6% said there was

no problem (Dettloff and Laney, 1978). In another Tucson survey
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(M. R. West, 1976), respondents expressed only qualified belief that

there is a water problem in Tucson; 60% said there is a problem, 22% said

there is no problem, and 12% said they feel a "water problem" is being

fabricated by the city government to justify water rate increases.

Response to media and information has not previously been

addressed to any great extent in the Tucson literature. The City of

Tucson, however, did find that its Beat-the-Peak program resulted in

reduced summer and peak hour water use (Johnson, 1981). M. R. West

(1976) found that Tucsonans are "much more likely to believe what they

read in the newspaper or hear on the TV news" than they are to believe

any other source.

Tucsonans' sense of relative ability to affect or not affect

water management or supply is not directly addressed in the literature.

In the general literature, however, there is an apparent linkage between

people's sense of powerlessness and their tendency to think that if the

government sector has power, it also should take the responsibility for

solving problems. This tendency to assign the responsibility for water

problems to government is documented by Saarinen (1971) and McPherson

and Saarinen (1977).

The Tucson studies together with the national literature

suggested the lines of inquiry that emerged in the research design.

With the uneven but interesting background from the Tucson studies, how

might a fuller view of Tucsonans' water awareness be developed?

Chapter 3 discusses the research objectives within the context of the

literature review, providing some more cohesive views of aspects of

water awareness.



CHAPTER 3

THE LITERATURE CONTEXT
FOR THE RESEARCH APPROACH

Do Tucsonans appreciate existing water realities? How much

information do they have, and where did they get it? How important

are water issues in general? To what extent do people feel they

can affect water policies or the water supply situation? Many

thoughts and questions eventually led to the forming of five objectives

(Figure 1) for the Tucson pilot study, an intended precursor to a

far more comprehensive study.

Awareness, Behavior Changes,
and Reduced Demand 

This research utilizes as a working assumption the idea that

raised awareness can cause behavioral changes and thus reduce water

demand. While this linkage is not universally accepted (Saarinen, in

press) and perhaps not direct or simple (Baumann et al., 1979),

there is ample enthusiasm for it in the literature. In Tucson,

M. R. West (1976) found survey respondents' knowledge about Arizona

water law was "very meager" and would require "considerable education"

before any consensus thinking could develop or be sampled. Stewart

(1971) found people were concerned about water issues but needed

more government-disseminated information before they could decide

14



1. To identify specific conceptions and misconceptions, myopic

and not.

2. To explore the importance people assign to the problem of

providing Tucson's water supply.

3. To explore how people feel about the effectiveness of present

information systems.

4. To determine which medium/media people feel is/are the best

for getting information across.

5. To determine whether or not people feel they can affect

a) water management policies as voters

b) the water supply/demand problem by changing their own

use patterns.

15

Figure 1. Research Objectives.
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how to respond. Dworkin (1978) found that respondents' acceptance

of water re-use would increase as more information was made available.

And according to Allee (1972), people need to have many facts made

available to them, or they will make their decisions on public issues

on the basis of what is left to them -- beliefs, values, and impulses.

In idealized public participation models, a well-informed public

voting on the basis of water policy choices is a key assumption;

however, a public without facts is a public voting on the basis of

beliefs, values, and impulses -- and the idealized model must go down

the drain. Ross et al. (1974) and Wolff (1971) both found that the

most important key to getting response from decision-making publics

is providing timely and meaningful information. Abbott et al.

(1972) agree and suggest further research to find "the most effective

appeals."

What makes an information program more effective in changing

behavior? Perhaps a combination of information and conviction is

necessary. Not just the information, but the meaning a person

attaches to it, is apparently what he or she responds to (Ibsen and

Ballweg, 1969). In Tucson, McPherson and Saarinen (1977) found

that flood plain dwellers need to be "informed and convinced of the

real magnitude of flood danger before they will accept management

strategies." With the opposite hazard, drought, Baumann et al.

(1979) note that people will "effect major reductions in their use of

water when convinced of the need to do so." Two studies describe

behavior shifting partly in terms of awareness. Ibsen and Ballweg

(1969) state that three major factors determine the extent of response
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to programs--awareness that a problem exists, belief that the problem

represents a threat, and belief that one's action can affect the

situation. Using factor analysis, Watkins (1968) found that water

awareness had a statistically significant impact on consumption

patterns.

From this train of thought came the purpose of the present

research: to study Tucsonans' awareness of the city's water supply

situation and provide findings which could be incorporated into an

effective information campaign by the city. For, "one of the major

areas of concern for public planners is the communication of ideas

relating to the existence of a problem and the presentation of possible

alternative solutions to the general public" (Ibsen and Ballweg, 1969).

What might then be discovered about Tucsonans' responses to information

that could help reduce demand in an area totally dependent on dwindling

groundwater supplies?

Conceptions, Misconceptions, and Myopia 

The first objective was "to identify specific conceptions and

misconceptions, myopic and not." In the literature of psychology,

there is a recognized phenomenon called "perceptual myopia" (Larwood,

1978), or more commonly "self-serving biases" (Myers and Ridl,

1979)--the tendency of people to be short-sighted or self-favoring in

their perception of their relationships to others and to phenomena.

For example, the individual has a tendency to think he is smarter or

doing better than most members of his group, while obviously this cannot
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be true for everyone at once (Myers and Ridl, 1979). Also, people

tend to think they know more than they really do (Saarinen, in press).

In the natural hazard situation, individuals may either deny

there is a hazard, despite evidence to the contrary, or may concede

there is a general hazard but not one which will affect them personally.

A local example of this is documented by McPherson and Saarinen

(1977) in Tucson. Flood plain dwellers were found to appreciate

flood risk for the flood plain as a whole, but they did not recognize

the danger in their own neighborhood. With good overall understanding

of general risk, only 35% believed they would be personally affected.

Further, "those who are aware consider that risk to life is low and

expect to experience mainly property damage. They consider a severe

flood in Tucson to be less serious than their general concepts"

(McPherson and Saarinen, 1977). However, in the same study, awareness

made a difference: those who were unaware that there is a flood

problem in Tucson rated the chances of a flood lower than those

who were aware.

In Virginia, Abbott et al. (1972) found that "people are

quite ignorant of their water supply and tend to take it for granted."

Likewise, in New Mexico, Lupsha et al. (1975) found that the

abundance of water in cities has led to a loss of awareness of water

supply: "water appears to most people as simply another commodity

available in overflow supply at the turn of the tap." Further,

Lupsha compared people's estimates of their water use with actual

use and found that most residents badly underestimated their actual

use -- the best-documented example of self-serving bias, or myopia
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toward water use found during this research. Generally, people view

water issues simplistically or do not think about water	 all -- or

perhaps simply as a monthly cost item. In Virginia, Abbott et al.

(1972) found "people are quite ignorant of their water supply and

tend to take it for granted." In Colorado, local communities were

found to have an "illusion of continuous supply" (Snodgrass and Hill,

1977), conceiving of water supply as "a short term, year to year

concern." In Tucson (M. R. West, 1976), less than half of those

surveyed understood how peak demand is related to the cost of water; 44%

thought it would take less than five years to expand the water

supply system, and only about one-third were aware of summer-winter

water usage ratios.

A hypothesis (1) was developed: "People are myopic in their

conceptions of the water situation and of their own knowledge and

awareness." And four sub-hypotheses were named to aid in focusing

on specifics: (la) People believe they have enough information to

comfortably make decisions on bond issues. (lb) People conceptualize

water supply and their own consumption simplistically -- they see no

further than their tap -- water is a delivered utility. (lc) People

believe Tucsonans are appropriately concerned about water issues.

(1d) People are satisfied with what they know about water, yet they

have specific misconceptions.

Relative Importance 
of Water Issues 

The second major objective of the present research is "to

explore the importance people assign to the problem of Tucson's
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water supply." In the literature, there is mixed evidence as to

how important water issues are to people. In a survey of Tucson area

community leaders, nearly two-thirds of respondents rated water and

growth management as the biggest problems facing the area (Johnson,

1979). Also in Tucson, an independent telephone survey on community

problems and needs found about one-third of the respondents mentioned

water and water rates as a community problem (Thomas and Anderson,

1977). Saarinen (1971) found Tucsonans ranked "falling water table"

seventh overall among 16 environmental problems, behind air pollution,

juvenile delinquency, littering landscape, traffic congestion, noise

pollution, and poor housing; 44% rated "falling water table" as

Somewhat Serious or Very Serious. When asked to rate, among other

environmental problems in Arizona, the problem of water shortages,

48% of Arizonans surveyed said the problem was "serious," while 22%

said "not very serious," 18% said "very serious," and 6% said there

was no problem (Dettloff and Laney, 1978). In another Tucson

survey (M. R. West, 1976), respondents were asked if they believe

there is a water problem in Tucson; 60% said yes, 22% said no, and 12%

said they feel a ''water problem" is being fabricated by the city

government to justify water rate increases. The second experimental

hypothesis for this research then was: "People assign water issues

less-than-vital/moderate importance." As for Hypothesis 1, four

sub-hypotheses were used for focus: (2a) Water supply is not considered

the most important water-related issue in Pima County. (2b) Water

issues are not considered important in electing officials. (2c) People
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can't remember the water and sewer-related issues from the July 25, 1978

bond election. (2d) People note their water consumption in monetary

terms, not in volumetric terms.

Information, Media, and Responses to Them 

The third objective of this project was "to explore the effect-

iveness of present information systems: how people feel about them."

The fourth objective was "to determine which medium/media people feel

is/are the best for getting information across." These arose out of

long-time curiosity and various suggestions in the literature. The

question of whether or not information by itself can cause people to

change their use patterns has been discussed earlier; few measured tests

are to be found in the literature.

One such test (Saarinen, In Press) showed that the distribution

of an informative flood hazard brochure caused pepole to take more pro-

tective actions. Likewise, the City of Tucson (Johnson, 1981) found

that its Beat-the-Peak program resulted in reduced summer and peak-hour

water use. So how effective are present information systems? Are

people getting the information they want, and is it both reliable and

convenient? In a North Carolina survey of agencies (Stewart, 1971), 82%

of respondents felt there was not an adequate public education program

on water resources in North Carolina; 84% indicated a need for addition-

al information. Seventy percent also stated that they felt the public

does not know where to go for answers to water resource problems. In

Montana, Faulkner (1976) found most residents were not satisfied with

the level of information available. In a nationally based project,
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Ross et al. (1974) found that persons who perceived agency-supplied

information as less than adequate tended to also have a lower level of

education or a belief that they would be adversely affected by water

plans. Perceptions of adequacy were significantly related to whether

the respondent perceived the information as personally relevant.

What are the effective means of providing information? The

mass media are by far mentioned most often in the literature, for

studies in Ohio (Rarick, 1976), Minnesota (Baron et al., 1972), Virginia

(Abott et al., 1972; Ibsen and Ballweg, 1969), North Carolina (Stewart,

1971), Arizona (M. R. West, 1976), and nationwide (Ross et al (1974).

Newspaper and television are named most often, with radio a lagging

third. In the Ohio study, newspapers were named by respondents (54%,

with multiple answers allowed) as their most important source of non-

recreation water information, while television (37%) was second, ratio

was third (25%), and "friends and relatives" a close fourth (21%). In

Minnesota, the same order of popularity was found, with newspapers

named by 87% (with multiple answers allowed), television by 69%, radio

by 54%, and "family or friends" by 35%; here, magazines were also an

alternative and were named by 22%. The Ibsen and Ballweg study in

Virginia found television to be number one, and reading material

(primarily newspapers and magazines) was second; television was also

found to be the medium most widely available in homes--only 4% had no

television. It is clear that, aside from the omnipresent television,

people like to see things in print and perhaps clip and save their own

copy.
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Ross et al. (1974) found that publics want information written

in lay language, and varying in content and technicality; general

informational brochures, attractively illustrated, were more appealing

to a general audience, while progress reports and detailed investi-

gation reports were perceived as more useful to college-educated

persons. Further, professionals and special interest groups gave a

different hierarchy of important water-information sources; meetings

were cited as most important, then newsletters, magazines, bulletins,

and personal contact. Four authors concluded that, for general publics,

a combination of television, newspapers, radio and brochures is best

(Abbott et al., 1972; Ross et al., 1974; Stewart, 1971; and the M. R.

West Corporation, 1976). To M. R. West (1976), Tucsonans indicated

"they are much more likely to believe wht they read in the newspaper

or hear on the TV news" than they are to believe any other source.

Therefore, reaching these people in a believable manner necessitates

using these two media.

Feeling of Powerlessness 

The final objective of this pilot project was "to determine

whether or not people feel they can affect (a) water management

policies as voters and/or (h) the water supply/demand problem by

changing their own use patterns." There are several references that

suggest people have a sense of powerlessness or impotence about

trying to affect water resource policy making. One example comes

from the Yellowstone River drainage in Wyoming and Montana, where

water allocation is key for coal development (Faulkner, 1976).
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Here, people both for and against a development project expressed
feelings of powerlessness and of project inevitability. In Montana,

although the state had publicized its intention to strictly control

coal industrialization, and this was what the majority wanted,

people still expressed a sense of impotence in affecting important

public decisions. Faulkner (1976) concluded that either (1) information

was not circulating, and people didn't know the state's policy (see

Objective 3 discussion), (2) people distrust its willingness to

maintain its position (see Objective 3 discussion), or they distrust

its power to do so.

Ballweg (1972) tested for certain elements of respondents'

attitudes, including "powerlessness." When asked how strongly they

agreed or disagreed with 16 statements, four keyed to test for

powerlessness, the following statement achieved by far the strongest

response: "Persons like me don't have much to say about the way

water resources are used." This statement rated an overall mean of

3.65 out of 5 -- showing a markedly high level of perceived power-

lessness. Ibsen and Ballweg (1969) had previously shown that one of

the three keys to public acceptance of any action program is the

degree to which people believe that corrective action is possible

and practical. If inidividuals feel powerless, but also feel that

something needs to be done, they frequently depend on the government

or on experts to take the responsibility. Also, belief in the power

of experts may increase the individual's sense of his relative

powerlessness.
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Sewell (1971) discusses the public's dependence °n'experts"

especially in the application of technology, "the average individual

believes he has the least capability of understanding the problem or

selecting a solution." Here the personal costs of being wrong are

perceived as very high, giving an especially ripe opportunity for the

exercise of mysticism by experts. Aside from technical experts,

government is the main sector perceived to have the power in water

resources policy-making. Since the power to solve problems is per-

ceived to lie with "them," the public also tends to feel the government

has the responsibility to solve problems. The tendency to assign

responsibility for water problems to the government is documented by

several authors (Saarinen, 1971; Ibsen and Ballweg, 1969; McPherson

and Saarinen, 1977; Snodgrass and Hill, 1977).

Focusing on Tucson, how might respondents here say they feel

about their ability to affect things? Do they have a sense of power-

lessness about voting and water use habits? Two hypotheses were

developed to carry out Objective 5: (8) People do not feel they can

affect City of Tucson water management policies as voters. (9) People

do not feel they can affect the water supply/demand problem by chang-

ing their own use patterns.



CHAPTER 4

RESEARCH DESIGN

After the literature review for this research was completed,

the research design was developed. In this chapter, the development

of the survey instrument is discussed, including the types of questions

and formats used. The interviewing is discussed, and the methods

used for analysis are identified.

Objectives and Hypotheses 

As discussed in Chapters 1 and 2, five objectives were chosen

for the research (Fig. 1). Each objective was approached through

one, two, or three hypotheses (Appendix B). The hypotheses were

tested through questions individually keyed to them, as shown in

Table 1. The survey instrument was then developed on the basis of

this approach.

Survey Instrument 

As the survey instrument was designed, most of the questions

were for the purpose of testing the hypotheses. In addition, some

socioeconomic questions were included to identify, if possible,

socioeconomic trends in the responses. This group of questions

identified voter registration (Question 5), length of time in Tucson

(Question 36), and income, age group, gender, ethnicity and yard type

26
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(Questions 39 to 44). Questions were ordered so as to flow in an

apparently related manner, but also so as to minimize suggestion by

. moving from the general to the specific. Several types of questions

were used. Some were short answer or binary, while others were totally

open, i.e., "What would happen if...?" or "What do you think about...?"

A variation on the short answer was tried for testing knowledge

without sounding like testing, i.e., "Some people say there are some

underground streams in Arizona and some people say there are none.

What would you say?" Questions were worded so as to get certain

kinds of information; thus the apparent focus of the question may

not have been the focus according to which responses were actually

later coded.

Sentence completions were tried, utilizing the format of Sims

and Baumann (1974), who attempted to measure psychological dimensions

that might determine variation in responses to water use issues.

One such dimension might be a sense of individual control versus a

sense that life is controlled by outside forces such as God; for this,

the phrase used was, "I believe that luck..." Another dimension

might be the innovative, progressive approach to problem solving

versus a traditional, conservative clinging to established approaches;

here, the phrase used was, "In making progress, man has ...." A third

dimension looked for was faith in science, technology, and expertise

versus mistrust of scientific authority: here, the phrase was, "The

solution of environmental problems is...."
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In an attempt to check knowledge of major water realities

in Tucson, the "newcomer question" was created. This is an open

question purporting to inquire as to the kinds of information or the

specific facts that should be provided to newcomers to Tucson for

selected topics. For example, "What should a newcomer be told about

where the City of Tucson gets its water supply?" (Question 26). This

question is designed to evoke a summary response of the important

points the respondent knows about the source of Tucson's water. As

the respondent names these points, he or she is also thereby answering

the question, "What do you know about where Tucson gets its water

supply?" This wording was chosen to circumvent the negativity that

can arise when people feel they are being tested for "correct" answers.

For the socioeconomic questions, a minimal number of factors

were chosen, due to a strong conviction that people do not like to

answer questions concerning personal statistics such as income and

age. The factors chosen had all been shown in other studies to have

some effect on water use or water use attitudes or conservation-

oriented behaviors. The selected factors were voter registration,

length of residence in Tucson, income, education, and age. Apparent

gender and ethnicity were noted by the interviewer in each case, as

was some comment on the respondent's yard. Yards were noted as desert

landscaping (or undeveloped), lawn and vegetation needing watering,

or mixed types.
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Survey Sample 

It was decided, after much discussion with colleagues, to

take the constraints of door-to-door sampling over the constraints

of telephone or mail sampling. The time required for a survey by

mail was not available, nor were the funds to handle repeated follow-up

mailings to assure an acceptable return rate. Validity of the sample

was a major concern, so telephone interviewing was discarded, due

to the difficulty of either calibrating a stratified random sample

or assuring the randomness of an overall random sample. Door-to-door

then seemed to permit the most control, and a random sample across

the city limits and within the city water-delivery area was chosen.

Residential water users receiving individual City of Tucson water

bills, but also eligible as city voters, were the target group.

The sample size was chosen according to the resources available,

time, and control considerations. Funding was not available to pay

extra interviewers, so 100 seemed a reasonable number of points for

one researcher to cover in several weeks across a 30-mile diameter

interview area. If a larger sample were surveyed, more time would

elapse during which substantive changes in the background situation

might occur. The announcement of a new water rate structure, for

example, or the emergence of a new bond issue could significantly affect

the water awareness of those yet to be interviewed. One hundred was

then chosen as the sample size, and a 100-point random-dot grid was

superimposed on a map of the area to be sampled.
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After an informal pre-test of the survey instrument, the

questions were revised and the interviews conducted during January

and February 1979. Households corresponding to the map locations

were approached, and on refusal, lack of response, or absence of a

home, the nearest home to the interviewer's right was approached.

Where this rule would move the location more than one block, the

nearest house in any direction was used. On the average, the ratio

of refusal to acceptance was about two to one, or between 30% and

40% successful interviews. For successful interviews, the responses

were recorded on the survey forms for later coding.

Method of Analysis 

When all interviews were complete, responses for the open-end

questions had to be organized and coded. This was done for each

open-end question by recording each response on a card, looking for

similar responses, and grouping them. For all questions, codes were

then assigned to each response category and the codes for each

respondent keypunched onto a card for computer analysis.

A basic problem was encountered as the data analysis began.

Despite the reduction of verbal responses to a maximum of nine categories

for each question, data for different questions were not parallel. Some

response sets were nominal-type data, some ordinal, and some interval.

Identifying dependent variables against which to measure other response

sets was difficult, as the original survey instrument design was not

sufficiently coordinated. While the individual questions provided

interesting response patterns, it was difficult to establish linkages
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between them. Complete contingency table analysis was run, using

SPSS subprogram CROSSTABS. However, very few significant (P = .5 or

less) correlations between variables were found. Of the correlations

that appeared statistically significant, the so-called significance for

some was caused by the extreme skew of the data in one of the vari-

ables (i.e., 9% said "yes" and 3% said "no").

The results of the data analysis stage of the experiment thus

contain few references to correlation among variables, and the primary

information given is that which is culled from the simple majority

(in percent) response, question by question. Comment is made on

whether most people's responses appear to support or contradict the

hypotheses. It is important to utilize the simpler analytic inter-

pretation, rather than overcomputing the data with techniques the

machine will certainly run, but which are inappropriate for use on the

uneven types and quality of data in this study. It is far preferable

to acknowledge the paucity or poverty of the information available than

to manipulate the data too creatively into "results" without accuracy,

born solely of the manipulation.



CHAPTER 5

RESULTS

This chapter describes the patterns of responses to the

survey. Trends are discussed in four conceptual groupings corresponding

to the research objectives, where Objectives 3 and 4 are combined in

one grouping. The four conceptual groupings are: conceptions (Ob-

jective 1), importance of water issues (Objective 2), information

response (Objectives 3 and 4), and powerlessness (Objective 5).

A summary follows, at the end of the chapter.

Conceptions 

The first objective of this research was to identify concep-

tions and misconceptions in respondents' thinking about water.

Hypotheses la through ld bridge aspects of simplistic thinking,

conceptions, misconceptions, and self-serving biases. Hypothesis id

was found to be partially supported by the data, and Hypotheses lb

and lc were well-supported.

Hypothesis la: People believe they have enough information to

comfortably make decisions on bond issues. This hypothesis is not

supported by the data; mode answers on satisfaction with present

knowledge (Question 15) indicate people would like to have more

32
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information (71%) but feel not enough is available (Question 16, 48%),

or it is hard to find (Question 17, 58%). Of those who responded

concerning both amount of information available (Question 16) and

difficulty of getting it (Question 17), 50% said there is not enough

and it is hard to get; 20% said there is enough but it is hard to get;

2.5% said there is not enough information, but that little is easy to

get (Table 4). Thus, 72.5% are unhappy with either information

accessibility or the amount of information available. The remaining

27.5% said there is enough information, and it is easy to get. Do

the people who are unhappy with present information availability

also feel dissatisfied with what they know? A comparison of infor-

mation satisfaction with knowledge satisfaction is discussed later,

with regard to Hypothesis id.

Table 4. Contingency Table of Information Accessibility versus Amount
of Available Information.

How much water info available?
(Question 16) .

not enough	 enough

Easy or hard
to get info?
	

hard
	

50%	 20%
(Question 17)

easy
	 2.5%	 27.5%
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Hypothesis lb: People conceptualize water supply and their

own consumption simplistically 
-- they see no further than their 

tap -- water is a delivered utility. First, it was revealing to

look at what people felt an informed voter should know about Tucson's

water supply (Question 9). Forty-nine percent gave facts or named

kinds of information voters should have, such as rate of water table

decline. Twenty-one percent said they didn't know, and 14% said an

informed voter should know about rates. Ten percent emphatically

replied "everything:" or "The Truth," apparently actually answering

the question, "What should an informed voter be allowed to know about

Tucson's water supply?" Three percent answered with misconceptions.

When asked where Tucson's water supply comes from (Question 26),

8% of those responding with facts answered in informed detail, 75%

said "from the ground," 14% gave partially true answers, and 3% gave

misconceptions. Clearly, most Tucsonans know that their water supply

is groundwater, and a few clearly expressed that the water table

is declining. Fourteen percent think the most important aspect of

water supply is cost -- another type of simplistic thinking discussed

later in this section.

Two questions, Question 31 and Question 32, addressed the

individual's concept of his/her relation to water supply. To Question

31, 93% replied that they felt a groundwater supply run-out would

affect them (Question 31) , while 4% said it can't happen, 2% said

no, and 1% was unsure. Question 32 was an assay at getting people

to describe some of their conceptualizations by asking what they
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would "visualize" happening to themselves if Tucson's groundwater

supplies were to run out. The answers showed clearly that people

do not understand Tucson is totally dependent on groundwater (Table

5): the mode answer (43%) was that there would be a water shortage,

and 11% said the cost of water would rise! Only 30% stated that

this would mean Tucson was out of water. Since most respondents

understand that Tucson's water supply is "from the ground," arith-

metic should demonstrate to them that the removal of this supply

would mean the absence of supply: a catastrophic situation. Yet,

just like McPherson and Saarinen's (1977) flood plain dwellers,

while they accept the existence of the physical mechanism, Tucsonans

do not believe a terrible environmental hardship will occur.

Table 5. How Would Groundwater Run-Out Affect You?

How would groundwater run-out affect you? (Question 32)

not sure

there would be no water

there would be no water -- I would have to move away

there would be no water -- we would have to import it

there would be a water shortage

the cost of water would go up

it would affect my whole life

other

5.4%

4.3%

24.7%

1.1%

43.0%

11.8%

2.2%

7.5%
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Trying to evoke mental images from a different angle was

Question 34, asking what the City of Tucson should do for water supply

"if all the wells and rivers in Pima County went dry permanently."

Again, the answers were diverse (Table 6), but . a mode group (55%)

said importing water was the answer. Again, only a few respondents

reacted to this scenario as a severe one. People will go no further

in recognizing the environmental severity than to recognize water

must now be imported from elsewhere. This is an excellent self-

serving bias; people feel better if a hazard is minimized. It

is noteworthy that no one mentioned that the authorization, funding,

engineering, and construction of a water importation system for a

city of 400,000 could easily take a decade to complete. Four percent

said water recycling and precipitation harvesting were the answers.

Five percent said simply "pray," one respondent said "do a rain dance,"

and 5% said that it would be too late at that point to do anything --

that we would all just have to move elsewhere. Six percent rejected

the scenario altogether, saying we must plan and prevent such a

situation. Twenty-six percent cited the Colorado River as a source

for importing, and 13% overall specified the Central Arizona Project

as the solution. Yet, very little water is legally available to

Tucson through the Colorado River and CAP. Tucson's CAP allocation

will be small compared to present annual usage. Answers to the

questions on water supply indicate that many people are thinking

simplistically or on the basis of very incomplete information about

Tucson's water supply situation. Many people have partial concepts
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of the working "water realities," and many have clear misconceptions

and strong self-serving biases.

Table 6. What Should Tucson Do if All Wells and Rivers Run Dry?

If all the wells and rivers in Pima County went dry permanently,
what should the City of Tucson do for water supply? (Question 33)

import	 55%

import from Colorado River
	 26%

import from elsewhere
	 29%

recycle water and harvest precipitation 	 4%

pray	 5%

do a rain dance	 1%

move away -- too late to do anything	 5%

prevent it by planning	 6%

don't know	 17%

other	 7%

A final example of such thinking is the simplicity which is

characteristic of people's thoughts about their monthly water

consumption: most people think of it solely in terms of cost. The

responses to three questions (Questions 22, 24, and 38) illustrate

this. Of those who think about water more when their water bill

arrives (Question 22), 12% have volume-related thoughts, 66% have

cost-related thoughts, and 22% have both (Table 7). Of those who

think about water more when they pay their water bill (Question 25)
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none say they have just volume-related thoughts, 73% have cost-related

thoughts, and 27% have both (Table 8). Question 38 asks bow the

respondent thinks of the amount of water his/her household uses each

month: in terms of volume or cost. Eighty-five percent said they

think of their use in terms of cost. Perhaps it is easier to measure

use in terms of cost, or perhaps people now measure most values and

consumption rates in terms of cost. Certainly, water is available at

the twist of a tap and is given no daily thought or attention except

as another necessary expense.

Table 7. Thoughts When Receiving Water Bill.

Thoughts when receiving bill in terms of: (Question 22)

volume	 12%

cost
	

66%

both
	

22%

Table 8. Thoughts When Paying Water Bill.

Thoughts when paying bill in terms of: (Question 24)

volume	 0%

cost
	 73%

both
	

27%
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Hypothesis lc: People believe Tucsonans are appropriately 

concerned about water issues. Question 2 directly addressed this

hypothesis, and the response confirms it: 55% of respondents say

they feel Tucsonans are appropriately concerned about water issues.

The second largest category of response, however (29%), feels Tucsonans

are not concerned enough. The third group (11%) feels Tucsonans

are overly concerned.

Hypothesis ld: People are satisfied with what they know 

about water, yet they have specific misconceptions. The first part

of this hypothesis is not supported by the data, as only 26% say

they are satisfied (Question 15), and 71% say they want to know more.

The question then arises, is this 26% a distinct thought-group

with characteristic responses to other questions? Could the hypothesis

be correct for this thought group? Correlation analysis shows

(Table 9), when asked how much water information is available (Question

16), the majority of "satisfieds" said there is "enough" and the

majority of "want-mores" said there is "not enough." Perhaps

the "satisfieds" want less, or perhaps they know more and need less.

When asked how they feel about whether Tucson has a water shortage

(Question 29, Table 10), the mode answer of "satisfieds" was "no

shortage," while the mode answer of "want-mores" was "some shortage."

Answers for each group were skewed around these modes. Finally,

when asked which group uses the least water in Pima County (Question

35), 75% of "satisfieds" correctly said "homes and businesses,"

while only 55% of "want-mores" gave the correct answer. Perhaps the



Know as much
as you want
to about
water? (Ques-
tion 15)

want to
know more

satisfied
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Table 9. Contingency Table of Information Satisfaction versus Amountof Available Information.

Question 16: How much water info available?

not enough	 enough

Know as much as you want to know 40 26
want to about water? more 59.7% 38.8%
(Question 15)

satisfied 7 17
29.2% 70.8%

Table 10. Contingency Table of Information Satisfaction versus Belief
in Water Shortage.

Does Tucson have a water shortage?
(Question 29)

no
shortage

not now but
there could be

some
shortage

serious
shortage

18 7 35 8
26.5% 10.3% 51.5% 11.8%

10 3 9 2
41.7%
	

12.5%
	

37.5%	 8.3%
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"satisfieds" are correctly feeling they are well-informed, and they

are satisfied with this knowledge. On the other knowledge-check

questions (Question 15, where water goes after a rain; Question 26,

where the city gets its water supply; Question 27, how the city

handles wastewater; Question 38, are there underground streams in

Arizona; Question 34, which group uses the most water in Pima County),

there was no significant difference in answers between the "satisfieds"

and the "want-mores," although the "satisfieds" were correct somewhat

more often. Thus, the hypothesis is not shown true for the "satis-

fieds." Perhaps in a larger sample, more distinction could be seen.

On the basis of the present sample, most people clearly want

to know more about water issues. Those who are satisfied with their

present knowledge feel there is enough water information available,

whereas those who want to know more feel there is not enough available.

Over half the "satisfieds" feel there is no water shortage; "satisfieds"

have the correct information more often than do the "want-mores."

In this sample, however, there was no significant difference in the

number of misconceptions expressed by the "satisfieds" and the

"want-mores." How accurately these groups assess their own knowledge

could be pursued in a larger study.

Importance of Water Issues 

The second objective of the research was to identify the

relative importance of water issues to Tucsonans. Hypotheses 2a

through 2d address the importance of related issues directly, through
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election of officials, and through bond issues. The theme of these

hypotheses is that water issues are not especially important to

people. Hypotheses 2a, 2c, and 2d were well-supported by the data,

while 2b, unimportance of water issues in electing officials, was

contradicted.

Hypothesis 2a: Water supply is not considered the most 

important water-related issue in Pima County. Question 3 addressed

this sub-hypothesis directly, asking what "the most important water-

related issues in Pima County" are. The mode answer was "rates,"

given by 27% of respondents. Second was conservation, given by 18%.

Supply maintenance was third with 17%. Other answers included lowering

of the water table (6%), finding new sources (3%), water harvesting

(2%), and "there are no important water-related issues" (2%). Eight

percent said they didn't know. Thus, the overall concern of water

supply is not considered the most important water-related issue in

Pima County.

Hypothesis 2b: Water issues are not considered important in 

electing officials. Question 4 asked, "Do you consider water issues

important in electing officials?" With 77% replying "yes" and only

19% replying "no," the opposite of this sub-hypothesis was shown.

This may partly be due to the fact that Tucson voters succeeded in

recalling three City Council members, over water rate increases,

about two years previous to this survey.
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Hypothesis 2c: People can't remember the water and sewer-

related issues from the July 25, 1978 bond election. When asked

(Question 8), 93% of those who had voted in the bond election could

not remember any of the issues. Seven percent remembered one in the

most general sense. Clearly, these issues are unimportant, or people

would remember them.

Hypothesis 2d: People note their water consumption in 

monetary terms, not in volumetric terms. Five questions together

provide responses that clearly support this sub-hypothesis. Questions

22 and 24 ask, of those who think about water more when their water

bill arrives (Question 22) or when they pay it (Question 24), in

what terms those extra thoughts are. Resoundingly, the majority

think in terms of cost. In Question 22, 66% said their thoughts

are in terms of cost, 12% said volume, and 22% said they think of

both cost and volume. In Question 22, 69% said they think in terms

of cost, 6% said volume, and 25% said both. Question 38 asks

directly how people think of their water use, and 85% said in terms

of cost.

Information Response 

Objectives 3 and 4 of this research were to explore how people

feel about the effectiveness of present information systems and to

determine which media people feel are the most effective in conveying

information. Five hypotheses, 3 to 7, address these objectives.

The hypotheses propose that information can change use patterns, that
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information accessibility is a problem, and that information is failing

to reach some people. The hypotheses also suggest that newspaper

and television are the best media for carrying water information, but

that the water bill is potentially a good medium. Most of the

hypotheses in this group were well-supported by the data.

Hypothesis 3 proposes simply that "information can change use 

patterns." In the question sequence, Question 11 introduced the topic

of information programs, asking if the respondent had heard of

Tucson's Beat-the-Peak program. Of those who said yes, Question 12

then asked if they felt it was a worthwhile program. Question 13

asked respondents if they felt the program had affected their water

use; 73% said yes, confirming the hypothesis. Seventeen percent

said the program did not affect their water use because they were

already so conservative; 10% simply said no. Here, contingency table

analysis found the "no" respondents were not the same ones who said

the program was not worthwhile in Question 12. However, again, a

larger sample might show more of a distinction.

Question 45 asked how people's use had changed since hearing

about Beat-the-Peak. The mode answer (32%) was "shifted water use

to off-peak times." The next two most frequent responses were

"stopped watering lawn" and "cut overall use," each 30%. Other responses

included "cut outside use greatly" (22%), "watered alternate days"

(14%), "cut inside water use" (8%), "installed water-saving devices"

(eight percent), and "made changes for summers only" (4%). Thus,

while Beat-the-Peak was ostensibly primarily a program to shift use

away from peak hours and shift watering to alternate days, a number
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of conservation-oriented bahaviors resulted. People appear to closely

associate, or perhaps equate, deliberate water use changes with water-

conserving practices. Perhaps simply raised awareness, caused by the

program, causes people to conserve. If that is the case, why? Or

is it the case that people are being asked to conserve during peak

hours, and they think that if some conservation is good, more is

better? In such an instance, people would carry conservation-

oriented behavior over into non-peak periods. The Tucson experience

with Beat-the-Peak, as evidence in these survey responses, clearly

supports the idea that information can change use patterns, even some-

times more than was planned.

Hypothesis 4: People feel that there may be enough information 

available to voters on bond issues, but it is not easy to find; access-

ibility is perceived as a problem. Two questions, Questions 16 and 17,

directly address how people feel about the information they get, and

the responses confirm this hypothesis in part (Table 2). Of those who

responded concerning both amount of information available (Question 16)

and difficulty of getting it (Question 17), 50% said there is not

enough and it is hard to get; 20% said there is enough but it is hard

to get; 2.5% said there is not enough information, but that little is

easly to get. Thus, 72.5% are unhappy with either information access-

ibility or the amount of information available, or both. The remaining

27.5% said there is enough information, and it is easy to get. Only

20% then match hypothesis 4 completely; overall, a slight majority,

48% (Question 16) feel not enough information is available, and 58%
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(Question 17) feel information is hard to find. The second half of the

hypothesis is thus supported by the data. More discussion of how people

feel about the information they get may be found in the discussion of

hypothesis la. Also, some responses to Question 11 relate to this

hypothesis; when asked who they would call for information, 13% said

they would like to call the City but would not trust information the

City might give out. This 13% perceives accessibility to correct

information as a real problem; for these respondents, Hypotehsis 4 is

true.

Hypothesis 5: Information is failing to reach some people.

(a) Some people haven't heard of Beat-the-Peak. (b) Some people don't 

know who to call for water information. In response to Question 11, 3%

said they had not heard of Beat-the-Peak. In Question 10, respondents

were asked who they would call if they wanted some water supply informa-

tion. Fifty-four percent said they would call the City of Tucson

Department of Water and Sewers (at this writing, the agency has now

become the "Water Department"); 13% said they would like to call the

City but would not trust information the City might give out. Eight

percent said they would call The University of Arizona, 9% cited friends

and other agencies, and 16% said they did not know who to call. This

hypothesis is clearly supported by the data.

Hypothesis 6: Newspaper and TV are the best and second-best 

media for water information dissemination due to: (a) breadth of 

audience (both media), and (h) the opportunity to have and study 

one's own copy of the information (paper). This hypothesis is well-

supported by the data. Questions 19 and 20 directly ask through what
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medium respondents now hear the most about water. The responses show

that TV (43%) and newspapers (37%) outrank all others as present

purveyors of water information (Table 11). Other sources ranked about

even with each other. Among those people who said their information

was from a combination of media, newspapers (42%) and TV (30%) were

the two main second-sources. However, responses to Question 18 put

another major contender in the running. Before being asked where

they now get their water information, people were asked what the most

convenient information medium for them would be (Table 12). TV (23%),

"pamphlets mailed to me" (21%), and newspapers (20%), ranked closely,

and 12% said some combination of news media would be most effective.

Nine percent said "in my water bill" would be best. If "in my water

bill" and "pamphlets mailed to me" are combined, then the preference

for having a personal copy of the printed information, mailed to one's

door (30%) is clearly dominant. Hypothesis 6 is then true for presently

utilized information media, whereas information mailed to individuals

could become the best mode of information distribution.

Hypothesis 7: Water bills cause more water-related thinking 

than usual, and thus constitute a potentially good information medium.

Here the connecting assumption is that if the bill generates more

water-related thoughts, it causes at least temporarily increased

water-awareness and it will likewise cause greater attentiveness to

enclosed water brochures. Also, this may then turn to changes in

water use. In response to Question 21, 50% said they think about

water more than usual on the day they receive their water bill. Of
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Table 11. Media from Which Respondents Get the Most Water Information

Percent of Respondents for
Medium 
	

Whom This is Primary Medium 

Newspapers	 37

TV
	

43

Radio	 5

Bumper Stickers	 4

Billboards	 3

Pamphlets
	

3

Public Meetings 	 2

Other
	

2

None
	

1

Sample size = 100

Table 12. Most Convenient Medium for Future Water Information.

Percent of Respondents Preferring
Medium	 medium 

TV	 23

Pamphlets mailed to me	 21

Newspapers	 20

Combination of media	 12

In my water bill	 9

In grocery sacks	 2

Radio	 1

Public Meetings 	 1

Other	 2

Don't know	 9

Sample size = 100
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these, 60% said their thoughts are primarily in terms of cost, and 20%

said their thoughts are in terms of both cost and volume. In response

to Question 23, only 26% say they think about water more than usual

when paying the bill. A number of respondents commented that "it's

just another bill." These responses together with the responses on

popular media suggest that mailings in wilter bills could be very popular,

if not therefore effective. If the bill is large, people may think,

"how can I make it smaller?" This is, then, a good moment at which to

have how-to-conserve information fast at hand. If the bill is smaller

than usual, people may think, how can I keep it small" In that case,

information directly attached would again have a high probability of

being both read and applied.

Powerlessness 

"Powerlessness" is a term Ballweg used (1972) to describe people's

sense of inability to affect govenrment resource management decisions.

In this research, the fifth objective was to determine whether or not

people feel they can affect either water management policies as voters

or the water supply/demand problem by changing their use patterns.

The working hypotheses (8 and 9) were that people did not feel they

could have an effect in either instance. Neither hypothesis was sup-

ported by the data.

Hypothesis 8: People do not feel they can affect City of Tucson

water management policies as voters. Question 6 approaches this

directly, and the responses show three distinct thought groups, with a
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slight skew toward optimism. Ten percent said they didn't know if they

could affect policies as voters, 37% said no, 11% said "yes, if many

others vote the same way I do," and 42% said simply "yes, if many

others vote the same way I do," and 42% said simply "yes." The

intermediate group feel they have little power as individuals, but as

part of a group could affect policies with their collective votes. The

two end groups are approximately equal in size, but one group is

optimistic and the other is pessimistic about individual voter power.

Responses of the pessimistic group give partial support to this hypoth-

esis. An attempt was made to find further support for the hypothesis

through correlating Question 6 responses with voter registration (Ques-

tion 5), voting in the bond election (Question 7), and the individual's

feeling of ability to affect the water supply situation by changing his

own use patterns (Question 14). However, no significant correlations

were found, so neither clear support nor clear argument for the hypoth-

esis was derived.

Hypothesis 9: People do not feel they can affect the water 

supply/demand problem by changing their own use patterns. Here,

optimism is seen again, in the responses to Question 14, but it is

a more distinct trend than in the responses to Question 6. Fifty-

seven percent said they feel they can affect the water supply/demand

situation by changing their own use patterns, 20% said they could if

many others also made changes, 10% said "no, since I'm already so

conservative," 10% said simply "no," and 3% did not know. Here a clear

majority feel they can have some effect on the situation. The

responses also show more optimism about water use than voting.
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Tucsonans perhaps feel they have more control of their use patterns

via their taps, than they have of water management via their votes?

Certainly this hypothesis is contradicted for most (77%) people.

Water Shortage 

The pair of questions on water shortage (Questions 29 and 30)

provided intrinsically interesting responses which thus bear separate

description here. When asked if Tucson has a water shortage (Ques-

tion 29), half the respondents said "some shortage" and an additional

11% said "serious shortage." Another 11% said that while they feel

there is no shortage presently, there could be one eventually. Only

28% stated that there is no shortage at all. Asked in Question 30

for any concept they had of when the City's water supply might run

out, 57% said they had no idea and 22% said "within the next 25 years."

Three percent said a shortage could occur within the next ten years,

and 5% said within one year (Table 13). Thus, even without a standard

definition of "shortage," a majority of respondents feel Tucson has

some degree of water shortage, either present or imminent. In a

later study, it could be revealing to ask people what does constitute,

to them, a water shortage.

Summary of Results 

More support for the hypotheses was found in the data, by far,

than was contradiction of them. Five hypotheses (1, 2, 3, 5, and 6)

were found to be well-supported and four hypotheses (4, 7, 8, and 1d)

were supported in part. Only three hypotheses (la, 2b and 9) were found
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Table 13. When Might Tucson's Groundwater Supply Run Out?

Percent

I have no idea	 57

By next year	 5

Within 10 years	 3

Within 25 years	 22

Within 50 years	 3

Within 200 years	 2

It won't run out	 8
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untrue, and these were directly contradicted by the data--showing,

however, a more optimistic population.

While people tend to view "water realities" simplistically,

most people want to know more than they do now. Most people know

that Tucson's water comes from the ground, and most believe there is

some degree of water shortage. People conceptualize their water use

in terms of dollars spent per month, rather than volume consumed.

In fact, the Pima County water issue most often given as the most

important was "water rates."

Receiving information via Tucson's Beat-the-Peak information

program caused most interviewees to change their water use habits;

this supports the premise that information can affect demand. Of

present information systems, most people expressed dissatisfaction

with either information accessibility, or the amount of information

available, or both. Three percent of those interviewed had not even

heard of the Beat-the-Peak program, supporting the hypothesis that

information is failing to reach some people. The most preferred

present media for conveying water information are clearly newspapers

and television. However, given open choice, most people would prefer

informative pamphlets mailed to their homes. Half of those interviewed

said that receiving their monthly water bill causes them to have more

water-related thoughts; thus, information mailed with the water bill

might be more effective than information mailed separately, due to

greater interest generated by receipt of the bill. People are evenly

divided on whether or not they can affect water management policies
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as voters, but most people feel they can affect the water supply/demand

situation by changing their own use patterns.

Chapter 6 is a discussion of conclusions on both the study

results and effectiveness of the research design.



CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS

Now that the pilot study in Tucson has been conducted, what is

known about survey research and water awareness that was not known be-

fore? Tucsonans appear to feel optimistic about affecting the water

supply/demand problem through their use patterns, and while they have

misconceptions, they want to know more about "water realities." They

think of their water use in terms of cost and are evenly divided on

whether voting may provide them any control over water management poli-

cies. The research design was moderately successful, providing for the

achievement of the objectives, but with less well-defined results than

had been hoped.

Study Results 

The results of the Tucson pilot study were satisfying in that

most of the objectives were met. Surprising were some optimistic trends,

such as belief in one's ability to affect water management policies, and

the more prevalent belief in one's power to affect the water situation

by personal water use patterns. The results of the data analysis show

that the objectives were met with varying degrees of success, Objective

I somewhat less than the other.

55
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Objective 1

The study sections keyed to Objective 1 showed support for

the existence of myopia, or self-serving biases, simplistic

conceptualizations, some misconceptions, and the majority belief

that Tucsonans are appropriately concerned about water issues. While

people tend to view "water realities" simplistically, most people want

to know more than they do now. A majority of respondents revealed at

least one misconception apiece -- belief that there would still be a

water supply in Tucson (under present technology conditions) should the

aquifer go dry, for instance. Other misconceptions include belief

that homes and businesses, or mines, use the most water in Pima

County. Conversely, some feel agriculture uses the least water in

the County. An overwhelming majority also say there are underground

streams in Arizona. Those who are satisfied with their water know-

ledge were correct somewhat more often than those who wanted to know

more, but the difference was not statistically significant.

Objective 2

Study sections keyed for Objective 2 lent support for water

supply as a secondary water concern, the importance of water issues

in elections, the total insignificance of water-related bond issues a

few months after the fact, and water use seen simply as a monetary

concern. People's prime view of water is as a cost issue: they are

much less concerned about how it is supplied than what it costs.

They do not notice what volume of water they use each month, only
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what it costs. Even though water-related bond issues affect people

economically, respondents could not remember what the issues were a

few months earlier.

Objective 3

Objective 3 study segments concerned information. These

results showed information can change use patterns, but most people

are unhappy with either the amount or accessibility of information.

Receiving information through Tucson's Beat-the-Peak information program

caused most respondents to change their water use habits in one or

more ways, often conserving water in addition to shifting use off-peak.

However, 73% are displeased with information systems. Sixteen per

cent had no idea who they might call for water resource information,

and while over half would call the City Water Department, another

13% would not trust information the City might give out. Finally,

although the third season for Beat-the-Peak was approaching, 3% had

never heard of the program. People clearly feel present information

systems could be much improved.

Objective 4

What are the best media for conveying water-related informa-

tion? Sections keyed to Objective 4 show pamphlets or a combination

of media are ideal, but television and newspapers are presently

overwhelmingly the most-utilized media. Given open choice, more

people say their preference would be something mailed to them, but

television and newspapers ranked close behind. Thus, the greatest
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number of persons would be reached by mailed pamphlets alone, but a

combination of the three media would reach almost everyone in the
manner most convenient and believable to them. In addition, half of

all respondents said receipt of their water bill stimulates water-

related thinking. Thus, information mailed with the water bill could

be more effective than separately mailed materials, due to greater

interest and/or awareness generated by receiving the bill.

Objective 5

Some of the results keyed for Objective 5 were inconclusive,

while other results flatly contradicted the final hypothesis on

powerlessness. People were divided on whether or not they can affect

water management policies as voters, with 42% saying "yes," 11%

saying "yes, if many others vote the same way," and 37% saying definitely

"no." This does not bode the failure of the hypothesis, but rather

the discovery of several very distinct thought groups. In contrast,

people felt they had control at the tap, with a total of 77% giving

some form of "yes," and only 10% saying definitely "no." It would

seem that the tap is more within one's control than is the government

through the voting booth.

Effectiveness of Approach 

A quick glance at either Appendix B or Table I will show

clearly one of the main problems in the research design. Hypotheses

1 and 2 (for Objectives 1 and 2, respectively) were of such great

interest in the approach that they were deemed to require four sub-

hypotheses each and a combined total of 33 supporting questions.
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Objective 3 was third in detail of focus, with 3 hypotheses and a

total of 18 supporting questions, 9 of which were not actual questions,

but "dummies" -- separate response-categories for Beat-the-Peak

responses. Objectives 4 and 5 had only 2 hypotheses apiece and 7

and 4 supporting questions, respectively. Altogether, the design had

too many objectives and hypotheses to explore carefully and well

through a single survey instrument of reasonable length. "Reasonable

length" is used here to mean that which people will pleasantly

tolerate answering while standing at their front door in winter

weather speaking to a complete stranger; if the questionnaire is too

lengthy, people get impatient and give brief or flippant responses

to open-end questions. In addition to covering too much ground, the

approach was unevenly weighted, heavily toward Objective 1 especially

and also Objective 2. In order to cover these subjects well, at

least two objectives should probably have been dropped -- perhaps

Objectives 3 and 4. From another point of view, perhaps detailed

investigation is not the purpose of a pilot study. Perhaps detail

is more the job of larger follow-up studies, with larger samples,

after "fishing" has been conducted by the guiding, or "pilot,"

introductory study. Whichever point of view one takes, certainly the

present research could have been better balanced in approach.

A key part of the design with an eye to workable data analysis

was not sufficiently well-defined: the choice of independent and

dependent variables for testing. Inexperience simply led to not

carrying through here, due to ignorance of the importance of de-

fining such variables carefully. A vagueniss as to exactly what
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was being measured then pervaded the data analysis segment of the

research.

The survey instrument, in turn, suffered somewhat from the

vagueness of intended measurement, although the questions did a fair

job of covering the intended ground and getting the kinds of informa-

tion each individually tried to elicit. The results as described

in Chapter 5 speak for this. The problem was that the responses

were very diverse and of different types from question to question

so that detailed statistical comparison was almost entirely obviated.

Only basic description culd be carried out in most cases, while several

crosstabulations were successful and proved very interesting.

Another factor contributing to the data analysis difficulties

was the entirely open style of a number of the questions. These were

at once the strength and the weakness of the experiment. While they

facilitated "fishing" and allowed the researcher's biases to be

minimized, they also garnered a very broad range of answers. These

answers included not only a broad range across the axis of expected

answers, according to the intended meaning of the questions, but also

answers which, from the experimenter's viewpoint, really answered

a different question than the one asked. Certainly many of these

answers approached questions from a very different angle than had

been anticipated. The "newcomer questions," for instance, attempted

to elicit summary descriptions of issues from the respondent's point

of view. Instead, some people gave a summary and a number of

people replied that newcomers should be told "the Truth!" or
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"everything!" People who responded in the latter fashion to the

first newcomer question responded identically to the other two.

Perhaps rewording of these questions would eliminate this. Instead

of "what should a newcomer be told about...," perhaps the questions

need to read "What information do newcomers need to have about...?"

Another form might be, "What information would you feel it important

to give a newcomer about (where the City's water supply comes from)?"

However, the newcomer question will have to be field-tested again

if reworded to try for a higher direct-response rate.

The only portion of the questionnaire that was ultimately

not useful was the segment that looked at technology, progressiveness,

and locus of control as possible factors in people's responses to

water issues. The sentence completions were disruptive to the flow

of the questions and surprised, puzzled, and angered a number of

respondents. While almost all interviewers gave responses, a number

of these were uninterpretable. Also, there was such broad scatter

that meaningful coding was impossible. This form was just too open,

especially for a pilot study with a small sample. A number of people

even gave facetious answers because they thought the questions were so

"silly" and "irrelevant" to water resources -- and they stated how

stupid they thought these questions were, sometimes first responding,

"What??". One might at this point guess they suspected duplicity

here and felt they were being manipulated, whereas the rest of the

questionnaire offered an opportunity to express their views; they

thus respected the rest of the questions, the interviewer, and the

sharing of their time.
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Door-to-door interviewing permitted the control hoped for,

as well as the advantage of all interviews being conducted by one

person, the researcher. This gave uniformity to recorded responses

and to whatever respondent bias is introduced by how he or she reacts

to the interviewer. The interviews were conducted over a period of

eight weeks, the interview period uninterrupted by water rate changes,

recall elections, or other newsbreaks that might bias later responses.

The random-dot grid apparently produced a truly random and valid

sample, as discussed in Study Results and in Chapter 2 under Population 

Characteristics.

As mentioned previously, the data analysis could not validly

be as sophisticated as originally planned, due to the broad scatter

of responses across various axes. Also, some data were nominal,

some ordinal, and some interval, and thus pairs of questions were

comparable only at the lowest common denominator. While contingency

table analyses were run for all pairs that could make sense, only a

few showed any relationship worth mentioning. These are reported

in Chapter 5. An attempt was made at this point to score "knowledge"

on the basis of responses to several questions. It was hoped this

might be used as a variable with which to recompare other results.

Each respondent was given a score, and although this was tried by

two scoring systems, crosstabulations with other results gave low

correlation coefficients and were not useful.

Clearly, this research needed a tighter, more coordinated

design basis to obtain better results. Independent and dependent

variables needed to be delineated, keyed to the hypotheses, and
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questions keyed to the variables directly. Perhaps, had the sample

been 400 or 1000, the "noise" in the data would have been less

important, and more clear trends could have been identified. In

Chapter 7, suggestions for better future research are offered.

Summary 

Originally, the primary objective of this writing was to

enumerate the success or non-success of meeting the objective of the

central experiment: a random-sample survey. While the objectives

were generally well-met, it is now clear that the experimental design

was not tightly enough coordinated for finely tuned results. While

this was very disappointing, it provided additional support for the

practice of performing pilot studies, of which this is one. This

pilot study also proved its usefulness by providing general pictures

of trends and therefore much guidance for the next study. It is clear,

however, that a more careful design will be necessary for the next

survey instrument if more meaningful results are to be obtained.



CHAPTER 7

DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

After the pilot study was conducted, the results analyzed,

and conclusions made, it was appropriate to project possible future

applications of the work. A larger study could be designed, utilizing

major successful elements of the pilot study and updating the focus

of some questions to accommodate recent changes in area politics

and "water realities." This chapter suggests specific rays in which

the successes and mistakes of the pilot study might be used to advan-

tage in future projects.

Future research designs can gain from the gaps or loose

aspects of the pilot study: close coordination of the design is

the key. Possibly, all 5 objectives could again be pursued in

one study, but a more interesting and definitive study might be

done by carrying only Objectives 1, 2, and 5. Conceptions, impor-

tance of water supply, and powerlessness would then be examined.

There is already support from the pilot study and in the literature

for the multi-media approach in information campaigns; thus further

work on.preferred media is perhaps less pressing than the other

topics. The effects of information on use patterns are also widely,

although variously, documented If the objectives are reduced to

perhaps three, it will be easier to cover the reduced subject area

more carefully and thoroughly, getting more specific results.
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The choice of independent and dependent variables for

testing is a pivotal portion of the research design. Perhaps aware-

ness, relevance, deference, and powerlessness might be used, the

latter three in the sense that Ballweg (1972) applied. "Relevance"

would approach the importance attached to water use, "deference"

the yielding of individual preferences for the word of experts or

for the general good; "powerlessness" is the inability to control

decision making.

For uniformity of response coding and to promote statistical

comparison, a number of questions in the survey instrument should

be rotated for coding on a Likert scale of "strongly disagree"

to "strongly agree." For instance, for powerlessness, one existing

question is "do you feel that as a voter, you can affect the City

of Tucson's water management policies?" This might be rotated to

read, "Persons like me don't have a lot to say about the City's

water policies." Several questions should be used for each variable,

some worded positively and some negatively, to minimize bias. The

full Likert technique could then be used -- an item analysis and

the summated model for total scores (Ballweg, 1972). This technique

is more "closed" than the Sims and Baumann (1974) sentence comple-

tions and seems to hold more promise in this kind of research.

Other sections of the survey instrument should try the revised

newcomer question format to collect conceptions and misconceptions

on subjects such as where Tucson's water comes from and what Tucson's

hydrologic regime is like. It is important to keep trying to get
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people to describe what they know, how they think things "go," and

what they think is or should be important. There is no other question

form that does quite what this one can when it gets a direct response.

And, such findings are basic to deciding what information should be

in newly designed information campaigns.

The most successful format for checking knowledge on specific

points seems to be the "some people say this, some people say that;

what would you say?" format. People willingly give their assessment

and the researcher succeeds in testing knowledge without causing

insult. This form also gets a prompt response, saving time over

more open formats. This should be used for knowledge-check items

deemed key at the time of redesign. For example, the pilot study

erroneously presumed that everyone thought there was some important

water issue in Tucson. The "some people" format could be used to

simply check whether people have ever thought of water as a problem

or ever thought Pima County has any water problems.

Generally, an effective approach might have a more stream-

lined research design, utilizing the major concepts in the pilot

study. It might carefully cover just three objectives, but be

administered to a larger number of respondents, in order to increase

the confidence interval. A shorter questionnaire, or one of mainly

closed questions that could be answered in perhaps 15 minutes,

would keep the respondent's interest. This would also permit twice

as many interviews per unit time as were possible with the pilot

questionnaire. Further, with more interview points over a given



geographical area, less transit time would be required between

them, thus perhaps tripling the interview efficiency, even if

door-to-door is used again. A pleasant, smiling person at one's

doorstep is also less likely to be refused "a few minutes" than

another strange voice on the phone, soliciting. An interview team

of perhaps five men and five women could cover this sample in a

timely manner.

A replication of the present study using fully refined

methods and instruments would be not only desirable but timely.

There is no more important subject than adjusting demand in a

region of decreasing supply of that most-vital substance: water.
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MAP OF SURVEY AREA
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APPENDIX B

EXPERIMENTAL HYPOTHESES

HYPOTHESES 
	

OBJECTIVE 

1. People are myopic in their conceptions of the water
	

1
situation and of their own knowledge and awareness.
a. People believe they have enough information to

comfortably make decisions on bond issues.
b. People conceptualize water supply and their own

consumption simplistically -- they see no further
than their tap -- water is a delivered utility.

c. People believe Tucsonans are appropriately con-
cerned about water issues.

d. People are satisfied with what they know about
water, yet they have specific misconceptions.

2. People assign water issues less-than-vital/moderate
	

2
importance.
a. Water supply is not considered the most impor-

tant water-related issue in Pima County.
b. Water issues are not considered important in

electing officials.
c. People can't remember the water and sewer

related issues from the July 25, 1978 bond
election.

d. People note their water consumption in monetary
terms, not in volumetric terms.

3. Information can change use patterns.	 3

4. People feel that there may be enough information

available to voters on bond issues, but it is not
easy to find; accessibility a problem.

5. Information is failing to reach some people.

a. Some people haven't heard of Beat-the-Peak.

b. Some people don't know who to call for water

information.

3

3
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HYPOTHESES	OBJECTIVE 

6. Newspaper and TV are the best and second-best media	 4
for water information dissemination due to (a) breadth
of audience (both) and (h) the opportunity to have
and study one's own copy of the information (paper).

7. Water bill causes more water-related thinking than
	 4

usual (thus a potentially good information medium?)

8. People do not feel they can affect City of Tucson
	 5

water management policies as voters.

9. People do not feel they can affect the water supply/
	

5
demand problem by changing their own use patterns.



APPENDIX C

THE SURVEY INSTRUMENT

1. Interview No.

Hi. I'm from the University Water Resources program. My name is
Kebba Buckley, and I am helping with research on water, looking at
how well information is getting around and how people think about
water. I would be very grateful if you could take a few minutes
to answer some questions about water issues for me.

2. Would you say people in Tucson are

	overly concerned
	 appropriately concerned 	 or
	not concerned enough	 about water issues?

3. What would you say are the most important water-related issues
in Pima County?

4. Do you consider water issues important in electing officials?

	 yes
	no

don't know

Do you receive a water bill?

If no, "Thank you very much for your
—time

(if yes) from the City of Tucson or a private company?

City
Private	 If Private, "Thank you very much for

your time"

	yes
no
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5. Are you registered to vote here in Tucson?

	yes
	no	 If not yes, "Thank you very much for—
	 don't know	 your time"
	not eligible
	 registered elsewhere
	 eligible but not registered

6. Do you feel that as a voter, you can affect the City of Tucson's
water management policies?

	 yes
	no

don't know

7. Did you vote in the July 25 bond election?

	yes
	no
	not here long enough

8. What water and sewer related issues were you happy or unhappy
to see on the ballot in the bond election?

(water)
(sanitary sewers)
(storm sewers)
(don't remember issues)

9. What do you feel an informed voter should know about Tucson's
water supply?

10. If you wanted some water supply information, who would you contact?

don't know)

11. Have you heard of Tucson's Beat-the-Peak program?

yes
no



12. (If yes) do you feel it's a worthwhile program?

	yes
	no
(comments)

13. Do you feel the program has affected your water use?

	yes
	no
not sure

45-
54. (If so) how would you say your use has changed? What do

you do differently now?

14. Do you feel that you can affect the water supply/demand problem

by changing your own use patterns?

yes
	no
not sure

Some people feel they get enough information on 
water-related

issues to know as much as they would like. Other 
people feel

they do not get enough information to know as much 
as they

would like.

15. Do you know as much as you would like to 
about water concerns or

would you like to know more?

satisfied
want to know more
not sure

This project is trying to find out about the 
availability of

information and the ease of obtaining it.

16. Would you say there is

too much
enough	 or

not enough information on water-related issues 
available to

voters in this county?
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17. Would you say it is easy or hard for a voter to get enough
information to decide on a water or sewer bond issue?

	easy
	hard
don't know

18. For you, what would be the most convenient medium for the City
to use to offer more water-related information?

19
20. Through which of these would you say you hear the most about

water?

	 TV
	 radio
	newspapers
	 bumper stickers
	 billboards
	public meetings
	 pamphlets mailed to you by City and others

other

21. On the day you receive your water bill, do you think about water

about as much as usual or
more than usual

22. If more, what thoughts do you have?

	cost)
volume)

23. On the day you pay your water bill, do 
you think about water

about as much as usual or

more than usual

24. If more, what thoughts do you have?

	 cost)
volume)

We have several questions about 
what kinds of information ought

to be made available to newcomers, since so many 
people come to

Tucson each month from areas which may 
have very different

water situations.
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25. If a newcomer to Arizona wanted to know where most of the water
goes after it rains here, what should he or she be told?

	don't know
Ans.

26. What should a newcomer be told about where the City of Tucson
gets its water supply?

	don't know
Ans.

27. What should a newcomer be told about how the City of Tucson
handles wastewater?

	 don't know
Ans.

28. Some people say there are some underground streams in Arizona

and some people say there are none. What would you say?

some
 none
don't know

29. Some people say Tucson has a 
water shortage. Would you say

there is no shortage
there is some shortage or

there is a serious shortage

30. (If some or serious) do you have 
any idea of when it might

run out?
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31. If the City of Tucson's groundwater supplies ran out, do you feel
it would affect you?

yes
no
not sure

32. (If yes) how might it affect you? What do you visualize
happening?

	not sure
Ans.

33. If all the wells and rivers in Pima County went dry permanently,
what should the City of Tucson do for water supply?

	don't know
Ans.

The next three questions consist of
which I would like you to complete.
with whatever comes into your mind,
is. Try to think about life rather

I believe that luck. . • •

the beginnings of sentences
Just finish each sentence

no matter what your thought
than just water.
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In making progress, man has. . • •

The solution of environmental problems is. . • •

34. Which group do you feel uses the most water in Pima County,
compared to the other two groups?

	homes and businesses
	mines
	 agriculture
	don't know

35. Which group do you feel uses the least water in Pima County,
compared to the other two groups?

	homes and businesses
mines
	agriculture
don't know

36. How long have you been in Tucson? 	

37. When you think of the amount of water your household uses each

month, do you think of

a number of dollars	 or

38.	 a number of CCF	 or both

or neither?



The last three questions are .for statistical purposes. It will
help us if you answer, but if you prefer not to answer, feel
free to say so.

39. Which yearly income group would you say your household is in?

up to $8000
-----$8001 to $15,000
	 $15,001 to $20,000
	 $20,001 to $30,000
	 $30,001 to $40,000
	over $40,000

40. In formal education, did you complete

	none
	primary school
	 secondary school
	 college 	 some college
	more than 4 years of college

41. Which of the following age groups are you in?

	18-30
	31-40
	41-50
	51-60
over 60

Thank you for your time and help:

To be filled out by interviewer subsequent to interview:

42. Respondent's gender

	male
female

43. Respondent's ethnicity:

	Anglo
Chicano
Indian
Black American
Foreign
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44. Respondent's yard:

desert landscaping or undeveloped
	 lawn and vegetation needing watering

mixed

Address

(Major answers to 25, 26, 27.)

55. Rainwater should be harvested.

56. Tucson's water comes from the ground.

57. Some water is recycled at Reid Park.
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